
THE ATC CANOPY
Hands down the best over-the-counter canopy on the market

The ATC Canopy is the ideal product for customers 
who are new to the tent rental industry, and existing 
renters who are looking for a well constructed over-
the-counter rental item. The product was recently 
redesigned to improve its shape and appearance 
making it the best product available on the market. 

The standard canopy top is constructed of 13oz., high 
gloss, blockout white, heavy duty, flame retardant vinyl 
that is easy to clean. Optional colored or striped tops 
are available using a 12oz vinyl fabric.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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•	 Easy to transport, light-weight design

•	 Simple to install, needs only 1-2 people

•	 Minimal number of components 

•	 Standard wall line allows for installation of side walls

•	 Interchangeability of components between sizes

WHY THE ATC CANOPY?

PRODUCT VIDEO

See our website or our Youtube 
Channel for a product video 
featuring the benefits of this 
tent system.

The sectional 1.75” diameter, anodized aluminum 
side and center poles fit in a storage bag that can be 
accommodated by most any passenger vehicle. The 
longest component measures only 48”. 

Each tent top includes 3/8” tie down ropes with dog-
bone style rope tensioners to easily apply tension to 
the tent top to the anchoring stakes. The 24” alloy 
steel stakes which are used with this system can be 
driven into the ground with a household hammer. 

http://aztectent.com/video/atc-canopy-install


THE AZTEC ADVANTAGE
SEE WHY THE ATC CANOPY IS THE TOUGHEST IN THE INDUSTRY

COMPATIBILITY

Sizes: 
10’x10’, 10’x20’, 15’x15’, 20’x20’, 
20’x30’, and 20’x40’

Configurations: 
One piece hip end style tent tops with 
standard 7’0” leg height

Fabric: 
13oz PVC laminated blockout white 
standard membrane. Translucent 
white, stripes, and other colors are 
available. Tops include storage bag 
and 3/8” tie-down ropes with white 
plastic slide tensioners 

Hardware: 
Anodized structural aluminum tubing 
swaged to form multi-piece pole 
sections. Longest component is 48” 

Kit Packages:
Pole kits include all the needed pole 
sections for the size ordered and a 
convenient carry bag for the pole 
sections in your inventory

Flame Retardancy: 
NFPA 701, CA State Fire Marshal
Title 19

Common Accessories: 
Sidewalls, drop-cloths, stakes, 
replacement bags, and patch kits 1.Internal pole attachment showing wall rope line to hang sidewalls 2. The system as it is shipped includes both a bag for the 

tent top as well as a bag to hold the pole components 3. Dog-bone style rope tensioner used to tighten the tent tops without 
the need for tying knots 4. The 24” welded hook stakes are used for anchoring  5. The sectional 1.75” anodized aluminum pole 
system is light weight while durable 6. Tie-down ropes are permanently braided to the tent top so they will never get lost.
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SPECIFICATIONS
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Aztec’s industry revered Compatible Plus product line includes canopy options as well. If 
you currently own canopies and pole sets manufactured by Eureka!, you can rest as-
sured that Aztec’s ATC canopy system, including tops, poles, and components are fully 
compatible with the Eureka system. If you own an APC canopy manufactured by Anchor 
Industries, Aztec’s ATC Indiana Style Canopy features a modified pitch, larger grommets 
and larger reinforcement rings designed to be interchangeable with the Anchor system.

“All Purpose Canopy”, and “APC” are trademarks of Evansville, Indiana based Anchor Industries, Inc. Aztec is not related or affiliated with 
Anchor Industries, Inc. Aztec is not related or affiliated with Johnson Outdoors or its affiliate Eureka Tents.


